Langerbeck Award for Undergraduate Research Mentoring: Nomination Form

Loyola’s Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (LUROP) is pleased to solicit nominations for the Langerbeck Award for Undergraduate Research Mentoring. The award has been established to recognize and reward the exceptional work of Loyola’s faculty, staff, and graduate-student mentors in the area of undergraduate mentoring. This nomination is **due March 1st.**

Mentors must either employed by or be a graduate student at Loyola University Chicago. Nominations can come from current undergraduate students only. **After you submit this form, LUROP will email your mentor, requesting a 1-page statement discussing his or her philosophy and/or inspiration for mentoring undergraduates in research.** Award decisions will be made by a committee of faculty and professional staff. Awards will be presented at the spring Undergraduate Research & Engagement Symposium on April 16, 2016.

◆ ◆ ◆

Student Name:

Student Email:

Mentor Name:

Mentor’s School, Department or Center:

(If applicable) LUROP or other Research Program: (Select all that apply for the mentor you are nominating. This is for info only. Non-affiliation with LUROP will **not** hurt your nomination.)

- Biology Research Fellows Programs
- Biology Summer Research Fellowship
- Carbon Undergraduate Research Fellowship
- Carroll and Adelaide Johnson Scholarship
- CURL Undergraduate Fellowship
- Hank Center for the Catholic Intellectual Heritage Research Fellowship
- Institute of Environmental Sustainability (IES) Undergraduate Research Fellowship
- McNair Post-baccalaureate Achievement Program
- Molecular & Computational Biology Summer Research Fellowship
- Mulcahy Scholarship
- Provost Fellowship
- Research Mentoring Program
- Ricci Scholars Program
- Rudis Fellowship
- Women in Science Enabling Research (WISER)
- Other (please indicate):
Loyola Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program
Center for Experiential Learning
Sullivan Center for Student Services, 295
Call: 773.508.7716
E-Mail: lurop@luc.edu

Please answer each of the following questions in a separate Word document, then scan this form and your answers into one PDF and e-mail to lurop@luc.edu with the subject line “Langerbeck Nomination”:

1. Approximately how much contact time do you/did you have with your mentor in an average week during your fellowship?

2. In what ways has your mentor directly contributed to and enhanced your undergraduate research experience? (Please limit to 200 words.)

3. Why do you feel your mentor deserves to be recognized with a Langerbeck Award for Undergraduate Research Mentoring? (Please limit to 200 words.)